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Abstract

The study investigates whether establishing of the shopfloor management in the company is beneficial for the company or not even in difficult conditions (food production with BRC standards of production, presence of foreigners, agency employees). A qualitative research based on detailed long-term observation the real process of planning and establishing the shopfloor management in the company was used, as well as interviews with industrial engineers, first line managers, blue-collar workers, and shopfloor management practitioners. The company was chosen for this case study on purpose. The findings say it was good to establish SFM in the company. In spite of obstacles, the utilization of machines increased by 20% and one machine (out of 12) could be sold due to redundancy. The need for human capital decreased, the number of scraps decreased, and the cooperation improved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies as Moyano-Fuentes and Sacristán-Díaz (2012), Bortolotti et al. (2015), de Vries et al. (2010), Chi Anh et al. (2013) show positive impact of shopfloor management on a firm’s operational performance – mainly reduced process variability, scraps, rework time and increased process flexibility.

Despite this, it is still not clear whether the SFM is beneficial also for the companies under difficult internal conditions, such as companies in food production with BRC standards, companies with number of foreigners, companies with agency employees. This means that the topic needs further exploration.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether establishing of the shopfloor
management in the company is beneficial for the company or not even under difficult internal conditions (food production with BRC standards of production, presence of foreigners, agency employees).

There might be so many detailed elements that can affect the quality of establishing the SFM, so qualitative research approach in the form of a case study was chosen. The company for case study was chosen in order to show a case of company where many obstacles in establishing the SFM might occur. It is a family company, medium-sized company, food production with BRC (British Retail Consortium) standards of production, company with agency employees, with foreign employees from different countries, company situated in the post-communist country, where SFM was established in the period of low unemployment rate. All these characteristics might cause possible obstacles in SFM establishing.

The paper is structured as follows: First, theoretical background is presented, then the research design is explained. After that, results, discussion, and conclusion are presented.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Shopfloor management

The term “shopfloor management” is mentioned in many research papers, such as Riegger (2011), Uwe Dombrowski et al. (2014), but still the literature is not rich in understanding its specifics (Hertle et al., 2015). Suzaki (1993) defines shopfloor management as practicing the three focuses: gemba (real place), genbutsu (real thing) and genjitsu (real fact). Shopfloor management focusses on Gemba (Japanese word for shopfloor), because this is the place where value is created (Suzaki, 1993). The focus on genbutsu requires all associates to understand the nature of problems rather than relying on documented information (Hanenkamp, 2013). Focus on genjitsu implies that the connections between the current problems and their final root causes have been mapped based on valid and consistent data (Hanenkamp, 2013).

SFM contains six main areas (Hertle et al., 2015): (1) Empowering every single employee and utilizing their full potential, (2) presence of leading personnel on the shopfloor, (3) using various concepts of visualization, (4) introducing new organization forms like mini-factories, (5) fostering the application of improvement and problem solving processes, (6) facilitating competency development on the shopfloor.

Objectives of SFM are defined as following: (1) Development of leading personnel to methodical coaches (Peters, 2009; Hözl, 2014), (2) utilization of workers’ complete potential, (Riegger, 2011; Kudernatsch, 2013), (3) sustainable support of other lean principles (Kudernatsch, 2013), (4) optimization of KPIs (Riegger, 2011).

For our purposes, SFM appropriately combines the methods of visual management, teamwork, time management, and rapid troubleshooting into an effective form of business process management.

2.2. Elements of Shopfloor Management

Stöhr (2012) wrote following elements of Shopfloor Management: (a) Visualization. Minimal obstacles for material-flow and information-flow. No problem must remain hidden. If everything is OK, it can be a sign of lack of ability to see problems. This already is a problem. (b) Go to the
workplace. Regular supervision of plan fulfilling/requirements fulfilling at the workplace. Do not believe the illusion that you can manage processes from your office. (c) Develop people's abilities. Teach people to see what you see. Teach people to see problems even if you are not there, so that they want to solve these problems. (d) Problem-solving. Help people responsible for the process to resolve the problem. Remove obstacles that obstruct people from effective solving of problems in processes for which they are responsible. If you solve the problem, the potential of your people does not develop.

2.3. Levels of shopfloor management maturity

Peters (2009) distinguish three levels of SFM maturity. On the first level it is reacted quickly to process failures, i.e. the problems have already occurred (e.g. the breakdown of a single machine or a section of the production line). On the second level it is emphasized the preventative problem avoidance, i.e. potential sources of risks are systematically monitored and actions are put in place as necessary. On the third level, deviations from standards are closely monitored to prevent the occurrence of problems, implying that root cause and effect is well understood (Hanenkamp, 2013).

2.4. Proved benefits of shopfloor Management

de Vries et al. (2010) and Chi Anh et al. (2013) found out the positive effect of shopfloor communication on the implementation of process management practices and the resultant quality performance.

If management of a company is the first who start working as proper SFM, a sense of responsibility emerges very quickly at other levels, a sense of urgency, people begin to solve problems in a structured way, people follow the actions through to the end in agreed deadlines, people learn to communicate better (Myška, 2017). This will lead to a significant decrease in the problems and operational activities of the managers.

The empirical study (Moyano-Fuentes and Sacristán-Díaz, 2012) show positive impact on a firm’s operational performance - mainly „reducing process variability, scraps, and rework time, which in turn reduce production costs and lead times and increase process flexibility and quality conformance“ (Bortolotti et al., 2015).

When team members share their knowledge, their team was better able to meet project goals, achieve quality, meet customers’ expectations and achieve efficiency (Hong et al., 2004).

Teamwork is needed, but cross-functional teams bring other benefits (Oláh et al., 2017). It was proved, that cross-functional teams reduce supervision costs and allow interdependent tasks to be completed (Leach et al., 2005).

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE, METHODOLOGY AND DATA

The aim of this study is to investigate whether establishing of the shopfloor management in the company is beneficial for the company or not even under difficult internal conditions (food production with BRC standards of production, presence of foreigners, agency employees). As the most suitable method for our aim was chosen a case study.
The company was chosen in order to show a case of company where many obstacles in establishing the SFM might occur. It is a family company, medium-sized company with 416 registered employees, food production with BRC (British Retail Consortium) standards of production, company with own employees and agency employees, with foreign employees from different countries, company situated in the post-communist country, where SFM was established in the period of very low unemployment (2.2%). All these characteristics might cause possible obstacles in SFM establishing.

The chosen company is ltd.-limited company. EBIT was 249 255 000 CZK, EVA 151 735 734 CZK. ROA is 13.04 % and return on sales are significantly higher than the industry average. Sales per employee are higher than is usually claimed. Indicated proportion of engaged employees is 42.14 % (high). The return on investment in human capital is 1.12 (relatively low). The overall performance of the organization is very good. The economic situation might not affect the process of SFM establishment success.

In 2017, the company decided to accelerate the way of solving problems arising in production by implementing SFM. The data for this study were gathered through detailed long-term (2.5 years long) observation the real process of planning and establishing the SFM directly in the company. Unstructured interviews with 3 industrial engineers from the company were used, they were responsible for the SFM implementation in the company. They were asked every half a year for their practical experience with SFM establishment in the company (process of SFM establishment preparation, benefits of SFM establishment in the company, results and impacts of SFM on the production efficiency, problems with SFM in every phase – from establishment to feedback after 2 years of running). Many informal unstructured interviews with first line managers from the company were used as well. They participate and lead SF meetings and manage the production. They were asked topics related to benefits of SFM establishment in the company, their opinions about problems with SFM during 2 years of running SFM in the company. Many informal unstructured interviews with blue-collar workers from the company were used as well. Blue-collar workers were asked themes such as benefits of SFM establishment in the company, their opinions about problems with SFM during 2 years of running SFM in the company. Consultations with 2 SFM practitioners from 2 different production companies (with practical experience with SFM establishment) were used too. All the interviews were recorded, written down and coded to make a text analysis. All the interviews and consultations were analyzed; we were looking for similarities in the responses. Gathering information related to the production efficiency was used, as well as gathering information related to the financial results of the company from annual reports.

4. RESEARCH RESULTS

4.1. Noise during SF meetings

It is very noisy production (80–105 decibels). During SF meeting participants hardly understand each other. To stop the machines is not solution, after starting the machine again next 10 minutes the machine produces poor quality outputs. The workers
did not complained that they do not listen, they even confirmed that they listened what is their task. After 3 months, it was decided to use microphones and repro for SF meetings. At the beginning, the employees resisted using the microphones, they were even laughing if someone should use the microphone that the person is like a TV star, but very soon they realized that it is good for them. The moderators protect their vocal cords more and the quality of provided information improved.

4.2. Problem solving

As there are 3 production centers in the company, and their SF meetings take part at the same time, it was impossible for process engineer to visit SF meeting in all centers in one day. The process engineer decided to visit first day first center, second day the second center and third day the third center to participate at SF meeting. When applying this circle, the process engineer found out that when one center faces some problem, they find some solution, but because the employees from different centers do not meet each other across the centers, and they do not have many possibilities to meet each other and communicate together. It happened that few weeks later another center faced the same problem as the first center before. There was no knowledge sharing among different centers and employees were wasting time to solve problems, which were already solved at another center.

Now the company tries to establish some system of knowledge sharing among different production centers. It is still at the beginning, so they use the assistant boards where the employees place the photos of nonconformities from the processes and mark with red liner the mistakes, they write there also the description of the problem, who is solving the problem, how the problem was solved and the number of problem. All these is visualized on the board all the time so anybody from different production center can come and see it, and later contact the person who was solving the problem. This information is archived in a paper form in plastic pocket down the SF board. According to the number of problem you can find the paper with problem description and solution, or you can just browse the pocket and look for some problem solution. Now it was suggested that the photos of nonconformities with described problem should be visualized on big screens in production halls. They already had big screens in production halls where some information is published – such as that today the HR department is closed, the lunch will start to serve 30 minutes later today etc. in such a loop so employees see it many times per working shift. People are reading less and less, they do not want to read (except information about their wage) but to see photos is OK.

4.3. System of priorities

In the part of SF board where the day tasks are, there are number of particular machines and their tasks. The company started to apply the system of priorities. It means that the tasks get some number showing how important is the specific task for the company. Green arrows indicate that this task is a priority; the product must be delivered to the customer very soon. Red arrows indicate that the machine is in machine shutdown. Here SF board helped to harmonize the planned production, customers’ demands and maintenance. Before SFM, it happened often that the maintenance man chose a machine, because
he did not maintain this machine for a long time. He stopped production at this machine and did not care that the machine produces priority production that the customer needs very soon and that cannot be produced by any other machine. The planner noticed this change usually after the lunch, when he went along the machine for his lunch and was very surprised why the machine is not working when customer’s vehicle is waiting outside on the ramp for the last two euro-pallets.

Now the maintenance-man is present at SF meetings so they can plan maintenance at those machines that are in machine shutdown. In case of any problem at machine with high priority, it is their obligation to repair the priority machine. The company set to have not more than 3 priority machines. If priority machine is out of order, the production can be done on spare machine (with a mold compatible with priority machine). On spare machine is planned such production, that can be stopped in case of problems at priority machine.

4.4. Problems related to foreign workers and recruitment agency

Due to unemployment rate about 2.3%, the company hires employees through recruitment and selection agency. About 10% of all company employees are agency employees, most of them foreigners, especially Slovaks, Ukrainians, Hungarians, Romanians and Creoles. Some language barrier problem occurred. During morning and afternoon shifts, a language interpreter is present in case there is a new employee. If there is not any new employee, or when you move one employee to work on another machine, or at night shifts there was not any possibility to speak with interpreter. Furthermore, when a foreign employee had and injury, he said that he did not know that he should not put his fingers at some place. Although there are pictograms everywhere stucked on the machines, he said that he did not understand the pictograms.

This problem was partly caused by the recruitment and selection agency, because according to the contract, the recruitment and selection agency is obligated to inform agency employees about the work, all the risks at workplace, how to behave according to the health and safety regulations and at BRC operation. However, the recruitment agency did not do that.

The company prepared all the paper forms in 3 languages: Czech, Ukrainian and Hungarian. They started with translation of work procedures with detailed photo instructions. They also placed short written warnings and instruction directly on the machines. Down the machines there are folds with photos and written detailed safety instructions in three languages and in the fold, there is also telephone number for the interpreters in all the used languages. The employees signed they cannot continue in working process without understanding.

4.5. Problems related to BRC production

There is used white board but the process engineers want to replace the SF board with a digital board for these reasons: 1) Some operators write unreadable. 2) In this BRC production, the temperature is very high; the liners’ ink flows down, this contamination of BRC production must be disinfected. 3) The liners should be kept in a right position – point down, otherwise they got dry very quickly. The costs for the liner are very high. They flow down, they get lost, they are being
stolen. 4) Employees were reclined with their back on the SF board and erased the written text when discussing. So later every paper on board had to be laminated into a transparent foil and stuck to the magnetic tape on the reverse. 5) Lamination is also used for prevention to splashing out the text due to high humidity in the production. 6) It is complicated to fill in some paper-form with using the wider liner. If you keep there a pen that is thinner, it flows down the ink and the production is contaminated. Furthermore, it cannot be a regular pen, but more expensive special BRC pen with metal inside (in case you lost it in production, the detector of metal can be used to find it. However, even such BRC pen flows down. When an operator steps into the ink and makes about 5 footprints, all the production must be stopped due to BRC production rules. 7) BRC production also means that anything that could fall down into the production cannot be at the workplace. So magnetic pieces smaller than 10 cm cannot be there, although if they fall down into the product, the detector of metal can be used to find them. Little bit bigger pieces should be in reflexive colors to be able to find them if they fall down. 8) The space of board is limited. The new digital touchy SF board would solve all these problems.

4.6. Benefits of SFM for the company

Communication and collaboration has improved. Employees were more involved. The feedback accelerated. The competence of the staff was extended, they take the responsibility for problem solving. SFM help to solve problems in real time and location.

Due to well-chosen KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) for monitoring performance and problem detection that SFM enabled, the results in the chosen company were following: (1) Reduced downtime (and related saving) - due to the lack of material or due to the lack of work in progress, but also due to orders on machines or preventive maintenance of machines. (2) Rationalization of changing the type and preventive maintenance plans for machines (and related saving). (3) Use of order prioritization in accordance with production planning on the production machines. (4) Rationalization in planning the use of human capital and machinery. (5) Reduction of nonconformity production.

The utilization of machines increased by 20%. From 12 machines in the production, one machine was saved (unused) and sold due to the SFM establishment. The need for human capital also decreased. Unfortunately, precise quantification of reached benefits of shopfloor establishment the company does not want to publish due to the business strategy secret.

5. DISCUSSION

If we compare our results with other authors, it corresponds. de Vries et al. (2010) and Chi Anh et al. (2013) found out positive effects of shopfloor, the same we found out in our study. Moyano-Fuentes and Sacristán-Díaz (2012) show reduction of process variability, scraps, rework time, and production costs. The same results occurred in our study.

de Vries et al. (2010) claim that process control requires the information-intensive environment. Myška (2017) wrote that by SFM people communicate better. The same was shown in our case.

Duarte et al. (2017) defined 4 barriers to innovation: economic factors, knowledge
factors, market factors and reasons to innovate. Among knowledge factors, the highest ranked barrier was lack of qualified personnel (Hvolkova et al., 2019). In our study too.

6. CONCLUSION

Of course, every company is different, and problems with SFM implementation can vary. In spite of this, we chose this particular case very carefully. The company and methods of research were chosen with the aim to show the most typical key moments in the process of SFM planning and implementation.

All this case study, detailed long-term observation of the real process of establishing the SFM directly in the company, as well as interviews with industrial engineers from the company, first line managers and blue-collar workers, and consultations with SFM practitioners from different production companies indicate that although there are many key moments on the way of SFM implementation, that can affect the success of implementation, SFM is useful tool of establishing lean culture, as well as creating the knowledge-sharing culture due to the improving of cooperation. This case study proved that SFM dominates benefits.
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